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ABSTRACT greater than about 3.1 eV [5]. This corresponds
to light with wavelengths shorter than 400 nn, of

The importance of stability in Cl'_,e which chore is • small but significant amount
performance of solar cells is clearly recognized preasnc in r.he cerrestrlal solar spectrum. Figure
as fundamental. Some of the highest efflcier_.y I shows the sner_ band disarms at the Sf/Si02
silicon solar cells daoonsCraced Co date, su'.-.h as interface. The absorption of UV photons with
Uh_ Point Contact solar cell and Cho Passivated wavelengths shorter than 400 nm could inject
lmiccer solar cell, rely u_on cho passivation of electrons from the St conduction band into the
cell surfaces in order co minimize recombination, oxide conduction band. Gruenbaum speculated Chat
which reduces cell power output, bcently, lt has this phototnJection could be producing defects at
been 8hewn chat exposure co ultreviolec (UV) light cho interface which decrease solar cell

of wavelm_chm present in the terrestrial solar efficiency.
spectrum can damage a passivacinS silicon-oxide One method which improved the stability of PC
/ntmrfacs and increase recombination, solar cells was the fonsatlon of • diffused

In chls study, we compared the performance of phosphorus region on cho sunward surface [5].
Point Contact and Passivated emitter solar cells This creates a high field region Just beneath the
after exposure to UV light. We also axRlir_sd the front surface which repels photogenerated holes
affect of UV exposure on oxtde-passlvated silicon •way from recombination centers at the interface.
wafers. We found Chat current Paseivated emitter Then, even though the front surface recombination
designs are stable at both one-sun and under velocity may have increased, the surface
concentrated sunlight. The evolution of Point recombination rate remained low.

ConcacZ concentrator cell performance shows a For the case of low-bulk-resistivity
clur trend towards more stable cells. Passivated Emitter Solar Cells (PESC), little

previous work has been done to determine how their
INTRODUCTION performance may be affected by lord-Corm exposure

to UV light. Like PC calls, PESC cells also rely
Two types of crystalline-Si solar cell upon • clean, thermally grown oxide layer to

designs have evolved recently with exceptionally provide • high degree of passivation of the
high conversion efficienctes chat hold cho promise sunward-side cell surface. In addition, cho most
of cost-effective terrestrial power _ensracLon, highly efficient PESC cells rely upon a double-
e_rpecimlly for use in concentrator systems. These diffused emitter formation process, so chat cho
are the high-bulk-resistivity Point Contact (PC) LlluAlnated regions between the gridlines are more
cells pioneered at Stanford UrLtversiCy [1] and a lightly doped co increase the cell's spectral

,. whole range of low-bulk-resistivity Passivated response at short wavele_ths. This creates the
Kmitter (PESC,PERL) designs developed at cho possibility chat the Junction field Chore may not
University of New South Wales [2,3]. Both cell adequately protect photogeneratod holes from a UV-
types rely upon excreeely well-passiva__ed surfaces damaged front surface.
Co reduce recombination Chat would detract from Some recent testing of one-sun PESC cells at
cell power output. _qSW showed slight degradation, but this result

Iu 1988 it was reported chat Cho efficiency may he invalid because some of the tests used en
of some PC cells decreased after exposure Co •xcessively harsh UV spectrum, lt was also
concentrated sunlight due to an iDa_re•so in discovered chat cells tested while still on r_e

recombination at the sunward cell surface [_]. lt wafer _y have exhibited instabilities due to the
became clear chat lt was the ultraviolet (UV) exposure of peripheral wafer regions [6].
component of the incident sunlight which caused This paper first describes the results of an
the damage. From UV-exposure and photoinJection investigation of Cho UV stability of oxide-
experiments, Gruenbaum discovered chat surfece passivated Si wafers. Irs original intent was to
recombination velocities and interface state determine the oxidation conditions necessary to
densities increased due Co exposure of oxide- achieve stable interfaces, but lt eventually
l_aaaivated silicon surfaces to UV light of energy highlighted cho precautions necessary for

conducting valid UV-exposure experiments. Then
This work was supported by the U.S. Department of results of UV exposure tescin K on various types of
EuerEy un_r contract DE-ACOA-76DP00789. PC and PESC cells are presented.
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13[PERIJ4ZI_AL PROCEDURE other danaBe umctum._.=as (hole injection, for
example) which w111 not be present in the

The approach used in this study has been to terrestrial solar spectrum.
measure the performance of solar cells before and To account for the variability of nominally
after their exposure to a beamured amount of UV identical cells, several cells of each type were
liKht. In addition, the carrier-recombirumtion exposed and tested. Because of the lIperfect
lifettnm of oxidized-Sl wafers was monitored as a repeatability of successive cell measurements and
function of UV exposure. Figure I shows that degradation that may occur dna to other factors,
deep-UV liKht with vmvelenKths equal to or shorter several control cells which were net exposed to
than 295 mm and 254 mm could produce additional the UV light yore tested at the sm time as the
defect-causirq& transitions at the Si/SIO 2 exposed cells.
interface other than the electron photoinJection The solar cells used for UV-e_oeurs tests
already mentioned. However, as Figure 2 are shown In Fig. 4-7. The first type of PC cells
indicates, neither the direct nor global tested, shown in Fig. 4, wore p-l-n structures
terrestrial spectra contain significant compor_mnts fabricated at Stanford University [8]. These
with wavelenKths shorter than 300 ns. Therefore, hiKh-bulk-resistivity cells have boron-diffused
it is important to exclude light of those point contacts on the front side and phosphorus-
wavelenaths durin K simulated UV exposure to avoid diffused point contacts on the back. In addition,
lnducin K defects that would not be expected to a floating n-type phosphorus diffused region was
occur in the field, present on some of the cells to promote UV

Figure 2 also shows the filtered-uv lamp stability. Three variations were tested here:
spectrum we used for the cell exposures, which ras cells with no front phosphorus diffusion and cells
tailored to approximate a simple scalar multiple that yore diffused to either 165 or 85 O/o.
of about 20 times the global solar spectrum Some back-contact PC cells fabricated by
between 300 and 400 nn. The spectrum was obtained SunPower Corp., a new company formed by some
from a xenon-arc lea? source using Pyrex glass researchers from the original Stanford grouts, wore
filters. The integrated spectral lrradiance from also tested. Their cell structure Le shown In
out lamp between 300 rm and 400 zm ras measured Fig. 5. These cells represent further refinement
before end after cell exposures and found to of the PC col! process and incorporate chan_es to
remain constant at between 20 and 28 times that of facilitate cost-effective manufacuarin 8. The two
the ASTM standard. The measured values wore used types tested for thin study had front phosphorus
to calculate UV exposure in sun-hours, diffusions of 80 or 180 O/u.
Wavelenaths lonKer than 400 mm wore not considered The lav-bulk-resistivity PESC cells studied
to contribute to degradation but to slmply were n+/p/p + structures with phosphorus-front and
senerate heat in the open-circuited cells. The aluninus-back diffusions as shown in Fig. 6.
beat was extracted from the cells by a water- These concentrator cells were ali from the sane
cooled vacmnm chuck so that the cells were kept let supplied by Applied Solar Energy Corp. (ASEC)
near room temperature durin 8 exposure, and were diffused to about 100 fl/o between

A different Xe arc lamp was used for the gridlines.
oxidized-Sl wafer exposures. Scherr glass filters Passivated hitter and Rear Locally-diffused
were generally used to exclude the hard UV light (PERL) cells from the University of New South
below 300 mm, and a water filter was used to Wales were also tested before and after UV-

remove the long wavelenKth infrared to minimize exposure. These cells, shown in Fig. 7, were
the amount of sample heating. The wafers were designed for one-sun performance and could not be
held on an air-cooled vacuum chuck which tested under concentrated illumination. The sheet
maintained the sample temperature belay 35"C. The resistance of the emitter diffusions ranaed from
output of the lamp u_ed for the bare oxide studies 100-150 O/o. These cells were tested while still
varied between 0.1 and 8.3 suns (below 400 nn), on the wafer, so that an unexposed control cell
depending on the particular filter used. adjacent to the exposed cell was subjected to all

Figure 3 shows the importance of filtering the same conditions except the actual exposure.
and monitorir4& the spectral output of the Xe lamp Following advice from UNSW, an opaque mask was

used for testis K. The graph illustrates the used which shaded ali portions of the wafer except
. decrease in carrier racombiruttion lifetJJme (as the cell under test to avoid ammblKuities due to

monitored by a microwave-detected photoconductance effects from exposed peripheral wager regions.
decay technique [7]) as a function of UV exposure.
The upper curve taken from one quadrant of a wafer R_SULTS: OXIDIZED WAFERS

shows apparent stability until the 305-mm cutoff

filter waJ removed. The Xe bulb used in exposirq_ We attempted to produce Uv-stable Sl/SiO 2
Sample Q2 was inadvertently destroyed. Subsequent interfaces by oxidizing Si wafers under various
axposures of another quadrant from the aame wafer conditions in our laboratory. If surface
(Sample Q1), were done with a new Xe bulb. This recombination could be kept lav without resorting
sample displays degradation even with 8 375-na to front surface diffusions, higher PC cell

" cutoff filter in piace. The difference In efficlancies could be attained [§]. We have
behavior between the two samples may illustrate investigated u_ny processin K steps involved In
either variability with l_cation across a wafer or growing the thermal, passivatln K oxides including
differences in spectral output of a now and old cleaning procedures, d_age removal etches (which
bulb (or both). The major p_.-; here is that lt alter the microstructure of the surface),
is imperative to monitor the lap output and to oxidation equipment maintenance, and the oxidation
filter out liKht of sufficient energy to initiate parameters themselves (temperature, ambient, and



tins). Typtc•l results fron these types of aBreenent, however, with stability testtng that
experiments are depicted in Fig. 8, which deals was conducted by EPRI on these 180 fl/a cells [10].
with oxide thickness. Generally we observe early They were exposed outdoors behind • 500X geoaetric
degradation of the lifetime from initial values ratio Fresnel lens for 50 hours and suffered no
over one millisecond to values of • few hundred performance degradation. This confirms r_at our
microsecond_. Occasionally the degradation seems imioor test is no more severe than • realistic
to stop, with lifetimes levelln 8 off at _00 - 600 outdoor exposure. In addition, • concentrator
microseconds. Assmain B no change in the bulk module of siallar cells tested by EPRI was also
lifetime c _. "_ack surface passivation, this reported to be stable [11].
corresponds to an increase in estimated franc The performance of the low-resistivity ASEC
surf•ce recombination velocity from $ to 85 cm/s. cells at 50 suns le shown in Fi s. I$. The

ge have not been able to establish any efficiency of the exposed cells lies within the
correlation of stability with specific processing range of values measured for the unexposed
steps or parameters. Ue have some evidence chat controls, the average of which declined slightly.
there amy be considerable variation in the This shays the importance of includin_ several
degradation rates of oxides on nominally identical controls. For this exposure duration which was
wafers (i.e., wafers £rom the sane box, batch- sufficient to cause significant degradation of the
processed together). Ue found no correlation of 85 fl/o Stanford cells, the ASEC cells were stable.
stability with oxide thickr_ss as has been The efficiencies of the low-resistivity UNSV
suggested by other steadies [5]. PERL cells at ol,_sun are shown tn Fig. 16. The

Figure 9 deaonstratss the beneficial effects expanded vertical st•le accentuates the noise in
of including • front phosphorus diffusion to the measurements, but lt is clear that the exposed
reflect carriers •way free the damaged interface, cells were not d_graded by the UV exposure.
The figure compares results from some of our most
stable oxides without diffusions with a sample DISCUSSION
incorporating an 830 fl/m phosphorus diffusion.
The dlf£erence Is quite strlktn 8 even though the The degre_tlon In performance of the
diffusion use_ on this particular wafer is mach Stanford PC cells is consistent with the model of
liBhter than those aerially used in current PC and UV-created recoJbination centers at the sunward
P_SC designs. Sl/SiO 2 interface. The large decrease in fill-

factor observed at one-sun conditions on the cells

LKSULTS: SOL&R CELLS with heavy front phosphorus diffusions can be
understood as the result of sn increase In the

The effect of the UV exposure on Stanford's forward shunt conductance. Dark I-V measurements,
p-i-n cells agrees with observations that have like those in Fig. 17, show a large shunt
b_en published previously [8]. The lOO-sun conductance in the reverse direction that far
efficiency of the undiffused or llBhtly-diffused exceeds the forward conductance. This can be
cells suffered severe degradation as shown in explained as a low-voltage reverse breakdown of
FIL_re 10, while the most heavily diffused 85 Q/a the heavily-doped p/n Junction on the front
cells were more stable. Huch of the degradation surface, kfore exposure, this Junction has •
of the phosphorus-diffused cells ts due to the normal diode characteristic in the forward
loss of short-circuit current, which is due to • direction. After the UV-exposure there is •

decrease In _he responsivtty of the cells. Hi_h- dramatic increase in the forward conductance until
bulk-resistivity cells are known to have sublinemr lt roaches the value in the reverse direction.
responsivities at high solar concentrations [9]. This could be caused by UV-generated interface
By plottin 8 the ratio of the mount by which the states st the Junction which pro_ote sufficient
1oa-sun current decreased to the amount that the t_mnelin 8 to short-out the Junction. This

1-sun current decreased (Fig. 11), one can increase l_ forward conductance, generally about
detetline the increase in eublinearity. 5-10 mS/c_', ii enough to account for the large

On the other hand, the one-sun efficiency drop in fill-factor observed on these cells.

degradation of these cells is primarily due to The cells with the he•viet front phosphorus
losses in open-circuit volt•ge and fill factor, as diffusion had a much smaller drop in fill factor
shown in Figs. 12 and 13. Again, the cells with consistent with • much mailer increase in forward
the heaviest front-surface diffusion suffersd the conductance. _ecause of the hsevier doping, these
least _ount of degradation. A cos_arieon of cells already showed considerable forward
internal qmmtua efficiency measured at lav shuntin_, so the increase dme to UV-exposure was
illunination levels of a severely degraded exposed not as large.
cel_ with that of a control cell shows no change, Shuntin 8 effects become less laportant at
which is consistent with the unchanged one.sun higher cell currents, and indeed voltage and fill-
short-circuit currents, factor st 100-sun operation v_re net affected much

_ The high-resistivity PC cells from SunPover by the UV exposure for the phosphorus-diffused
proved to be far more stable, as shown in Fig. 14. cells. Instead, the primary degradation aechanism
The cells with the 80 _/o diffu_ion show a mach becomes loss of short-circuit current. This is

s_aller amount of degradation than the earlier 85 primarily due to a decrease in the responsivity of
_/n Stanford cells after mach longer exposures, the cells that can be thought of as sn increase in
The single exposed 180 Q/u SunPover cell seems to their sublinearity. Sublinear current response is
exhibit co•plots stability, but more cells of this due to any reconbtnation mechanism whose
type need to be tested to establish the desired recoabtnation rate increases faster than linearly
level of confidence In this result, lt Is in with photogenerated carrier concentration.



Recombination tn r_he diffused regions increases as Scharnmald and Misch L_hrer for the many cell
the square of r_e bulk carrier concentration, masurements.
becJuJe rA_e bulk Is tn high injection at 100 suns.
Therefore, an increase in diffused-region _.FERENCES
recoabination due to UV-Induced defects at Its

surface results In increased sublinaart_y. This PVSC refers to the Proceedings of the IEEE
effect is mach smaller for the more heavily- Fhotovoltaics Specialists Conference.
diffused cells, possibly because their doping

provides better shieldi_ from the surface s_ates. 1. R.A. Slnton et al., I_ Electron. Dew. Lett.,
This agrees with previous work that showed that v. [DL-7, Oct. 1986, p. 567.
subllr_arlt-y increases with an increase in total
front-surface sat_aration current density [12]. 2. A.W. Blakers and N.A. Green, Appl. Phys.

The Stanford cells with no front phosphorus Lett., v. 48, Jan. 1986, p. 215.
diffusion generally exhibit a largo drop in open-
circuit volt, age at one sun as the primary effect 3. A. Mang, 3. Zhao, and N.A. Green, Appl. Phys.
of UV exposure. This Is due to an increase in n-2 Lmtt., v. 57, Aug. 1990, p. 602.
dark current as shown tn Fls. 18. There is still
a significant decrease in fill-factor at 100 suns &. P.E. Gruenbaum, ]t.A. Sinton and R.N. Swanson,
for the cells without front phosphorus diffusions &ppl. Phys. Lett., v. 52, Apr. 1988, p. 1407.
because the increase in n-2 current decreased the
slope of their dark I-V curves even at the lO0-sun 5. P.E. Crusnbaum, "PhotoinJected Hot-Electron
maxiRtue-power point. D_usage at r_e Silicon/Silicon Dioxide Interface in

The SunPower cells exhibit improved UV Point-Contact Solar Cells," Ph.D. thesis, Stanford
stability at conversion afficlencies of 20-23t. Universi_y, Solid Sr, ate Electronics Laboratory,
These cells use recently developed techniques to April 1990.
create a shallower front-surface phosphorus doping

profile wir_ a higher surface concentration. The G. A.N. Milne, "The Passivated Emitter and Rear
result is a higher electric field that is Solar Cell," Ph.D. thesis, thniversity of Hew South
presuuably more effective at repellin s holes away Wales, Australia, June 1991, p.173.
from the surface. Thinner phosphorus diffused-
regions have also been shown to result In lover 7. P.A. Basore and B.R. Hansen, 21st FVSC, 1990,
sat_ration current densities, thereby lncreasi,ng p. 374.

.- the achievable efflclency [13 ].
Bath the ASEC and UNSg low-resisttvit 7 cells 8. A. Curves, R.A. Sinton and R.H. Swanson, 21st

were insensitive to the UV exposure and maintained FVSC, 1990, p. 327.
their effictencies of be_en 19 and 2lt. This is

consistent with simple modeling of n/p Junction 9. R.A. Slnton et al., 18rh FVSC, 1985, p. 61.
cells which shows they are not sensitive to front

surface _eco'_birmtion velocity until it exceeds 10. R.A. Slnton et al., 21st PVSC, 1990, p. 302.
about 10" oa/s [14]. Also, low-resistivity cells
do _ot suffer from sublinearity for the 11. F.J. Dosr_alek, Sandia Report SAND91-1467,
111u_instion intensities of interest [15]. 1991 ProS. ]tev. Ntg., p.103.

CONCLUSIONS 12. R.A. Sinton et al., Sandia Report SANDW0-
7033, p. 125.

This study shoved for the first time that
lav-resistivity cells are not affected by UV- 13. R.R. King et al., 21st PVSC, 1990, p. 227.
expo=ure that is sufficient to cause degradation
in some types of hl_h-resisttvity PC cells. 14. H.J. Hovel, Semicon. and Semiset., v. 11.,
Evidence was also presented to show rd_at more Solar Cells, cd. Willardeon and Beer, p. 77.
recent vintage high-resistivity cells are _ach
less sensitive to Uv-degradation raman earlier 15. J.N. Gee, 19th PVSC, 1987, p. 1390.
versions have been. Longer-tara exposures with

" larger sample sizes used to be done to assure the
validit 7 of this result.

Our york vtth wafer oxidation techniques has

so far not resulted In a procedure for forming

simple passivating oxide interfaces which sre UV-
tolerant.
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